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1. The PRESIDENT:.The General Assembly has be
fore it the report of the First Committee [A/3974 and
Corr.1/Rev.1. A/3974/Add.r and 2] on items 64. 70
and 72 of the agenda of this session of the General
Assembly. These items deal with several' aspects of
the question of disarmament.

2. MayI tnqutre, in the light ofthe provisions of rule
68 of the rules ofprocedure, whether it is the intention
ofthe General Assembly that this report be opened to
discussion?

3. I call ontherepresentativeofPanama,ona point of
order.

4. Mr. ILLUECA (Panama}KtranslatedfromSpanish):
The Presi~ent has just told the General Assembly, that
we have before us the report of the First Committee
on disarmament items. Afewmoments ago. I requested
a copy of the document in Spanish, Which, like English
and French, is a working language of the General
Assembly. I understand that copies have been circu
lated In English, French and Russian, but not in Span
ish. On a point oforder, Iwouldrequest that the meet
ing be adjourned to enable the representatives of
Spanish-speaking countries to obtain therep9rt and
to give them a chance to read it.
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5. The PRESIDENT: I have been Informed by the
Secretariat that the Spanish text of these documents
wlll be out in a few minutes. It may even be out :10W,
and it may even be in the process of distribution-I
do not know. But if the representative of Panama and
our other Spanish-speaking friends would permitus to
go ahead with the meeting, onthe understandingthat the
documents will be out very shortly in a matter of
mtnutes, I shall be very grateful,

6. I call on the representative of El Salvador on a
point of order.

7. Mr. URQUIA (El Salvador) (translated from Span
ish): My delegation is very pleased to support the
remarks of the representative of Panama. Mydelega
tion also went to the documents distribution centre in
this hall and waf'J told that the Spanish translation of
the report would, not be distributed this afternoon be
cause it was not ready. As the representative of
Panama stated, the United Nations has three working
languages: Spanish, English and French. The report
of the First Committee has been circulated in French,
English and Russian, but not inSpanish.1n the circum
stances, my delegation believes that we should watt
until the Spanish-speakjng delegations have the textof
the report in Spanish.

8. Mr. BOUZA (Uruguay) (translated from Spanish):
The Uruguayan delegation also supports the proposal
made by the representative of Panama and supported
by the representative of El Salvador. There can be no
doubt that as Spanish is not only an official language,
but a working language of the United Nations, one of
the three working languages, we are not in a position
to intervene in the proceedings of theGeneralAssem
bly and in the debate without having examined the
Spanish verston of the report for that is the document
by which we must be.guided. The report is just being
distributed in Spanish, and we would accordingly re
quest at least a recess to enable us to read through
the document in. order to enable us to discuss it.

9. The PRESIDENT: I shall suspend this meeting for
fifteen minutes only, in order that the Spanish-sp~ak

ing delegations may have time to look over this docu
ment, which is now being distributed, and I hope that
we shall then be able to proceedwith the affairs of the
Assembly for the rest of the afternoon.

The meeting waR suspended at 3.25 p.m. and re
sumed at 4.5 p.m.

10. The PRESIDENT: I understand that aUdocuments
are now in the hands ofall members in all the working
languages. I hope this understanding is correct and
that we can proceed with the business of the Assem
bly.-

11. In connexion with these draft. resolutions, mem
bers will have noted that in addition to those recom
mended by the First Committee-and there are four of
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• these-ean addlttonal one [A/L.250] Is proposed jointly 16. The representatives of,theUSSR and ofother coun-
by fourteen members. In their interventlons members tries explained that their delegations had to oppose
are of course entitled to address themselves to this draft resolution A because it did not. call upon all
draft resolution also and I request them to do so. I States carrying out nuclear tests to stop such tests
1ll0W invite the Rapporteur to present the report. immediately and unconditionally for all time.

12. Mr. MATSCH (Austria)) Rapporteur of the First 17. The representatives of the two Western nuclear
Committee: I have the honour to present to the General Powers stated their intention to reach) at the Geneva
AlSsembly the report of the First Committee, docu- Conference on the suspension of such tests, an agree-
ment A/3974 [and Corr.1/Rev.l andA/3974/Add.l and ment which could operate indefinitely if the Inspection
!l. The report includes four draft resl)lutions recom- system was working effectively and adequate progress
mended by the First Committee. The debate on the on real disarmament was being made in due course.
three items 64) 70 and 72)has sliownthe profound con- 18. The First Committee also recommends draft
cern of the world public with regard to the continued resolutton B) expressing the hope that the present
arms race and universal awareness of the need of dts- Jeneva Conference will lead to an agreement accepta,
armament as perhaps a condttton of human survival. ble to all. Further) the parties concerned are requested
The debate on the three items was concentrated on the to report to the General Assembly the agreement that

, question of discontinuing tests of nuclear weapons on may be the result of their negotiations. Some delega-
account of the importance of this ttem, tlons declared they were unable to supportdraftreso_
13. Several reasons were given for the urgency of lution B because it was purely procedural and the sub-
denlillg with this matter) such as the profound concern stance of the matter is not touched upon.
voiced in all countries regarding these tests, the con- 19. Draft resolution e) which the Committee also
clusion of the report of the United Nations Scientific recommends for adoption by the Assembly) refers to
Commlttge onthe Effects ofAtomic Radiation [A/3838]) the forthcoming Gteneva Conference to study the teen-
the fact that the report of the Geneva Conference of meal aspects of measures against the possib1l1tyof
Experts!I indicated that it is technically practicable surprise attack.V In this reselutton the hope is ex-
to establish such controls as necessary to ensure the pressed that the widest possible measure of agree-
observance of a possible agreement on the discontinu- ment will be reached and that the United Nations will
ance of nuclear weapons tests and) finally) the fact that be informed on the progress achieved
a political conference of the three nuclear Powers was •
to start on 31 October in Geneva!21ir. order to reach 20. Many representatives expressed their regret in
such an agreement. During the debate the dangers in- the debate that no negotiations on disarm.ament Within
volved in the wider dissemination of nuclear weapons the framework of the United Nations were held during
were discussed by many representatives andthe dele- the last year. The continuing interestana the responst-
gation of Ireland submitted a draft resolution on the b1l1ty of the United Nations for seeking a solution of
subject. A declaratory paragraph of this draft resolu- this outstanding problem was repeatedly stressed in
tion was carried without any negative vote. The pro- the debate. In order to overcome thepresentlmpasse,
poser WUhdrew the dr8.It resolution as a whole)having the First Committee recommends the adoption ofdraft
ex,'plained that his primary purpose was achieved by resolution D) adopted by seventy-eight votes) deciding
placing the Committee on record as recognizing that that the Disarmament Commission shall, for 1959and
an increase in the number ofStatespossessing nuclear on an ad hoc basis, be composed of all the Members
weapons would aggravate international tensions and the of the United Nations, and requests it to submtt to the
difficulties of maintaining world peace. Security Council and to the General Assembly construe-
14. On the question of the discontinuance of tests, nei- tive proposals and recommendations in the field of
ther the discussion In the Committee nor strenuous disarmament. .
efforts) particularly by the delegations of India and 21. I have the honour to present to the Genel'al Assem-
Yugoslavia, led to a draft resolution which all mem- bly draft resolutions AtoD, recommended by the First
bers could support. Draft resolution A, which was Committee.
adopted by the Committee by 49votes to 9 against, with Pursuant to rule 168ofthe rules of procedure, it was
23 abstentions, urges that in the negotiations between decided not to discuss the report of the First Commit-
States that have tested nuclear weapons the parties tee
make every effort to reach early agreement on the -'
suspension of nuclear weapons tests under effective 22. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly has before itfour
international control and further urges the parties in- draft resolutions contained in the First Committee's
volved in these negotiations not to undertake further report [A/3974 and Corr.l/Rev.l and A/3974/Add.l
testing of nuclear weapons while these negotiations and 2],.plus the draft resolution submitted by fourteen
are in progress. Powers, contained in document A/L.250. I request
15. In the debates the Powers concerned emphasized members, in their explanations of vote, to ad:r~~s
more than once their desire to reach the same. goal, themselves to any or all of these five texts befo e .
namely, th::.'..t no further tests of nuclear weapons will 23. Mr. LALL (India): The delegation of India wUlbe
take place. But two different methods of approach able in this Assembly to support draft resolutions C,
wer~ suggested. and I)·which it had the honour of co-sponsortng in the

11 Conference of Experts of Study the possibmty of De- First Committee. Both of these resolutions were
tecting Violations of a. Possible Agreement or:theSuspension 'UConference of Experts for the studyof Possible Meas-
of Nuclear Tests, held at Geneva from 1 July to 21.August ures which might be helpful in PreventingSurpriseAttllok
1958. and for the Preparation of a Report thereonto Governments,

Y Conference on the Discontinuance o~ NuclearWeapons which opened in Geneva on 10 November 1958 andadjourned
Tests, heldat Geneva. on 18 December. '
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adopted without any negative votes being cast agaJnst reached in a reasonable time on the question of effec-
them. tive controls for a discontinuanceagreement regarding
24. As the most important matter, certainly the mat- the testing of atomic weapons?"
ter which engaged most ofthe 11'irstCommittee'stime, 30. Thus, the fourteen Powers which have remtro-
was that concerning the discontinuance of atomic and duced their draft resolution [ML.250] do so fortified
hydiogen weapons tests and as, in the opinionof the by the other decision which has been reached by the
delegation of India, no resolution is before us in the First Committee and wlll be reaffirmed here this
Committee's report [A/3974 and Corr.t/Rev.1 and afternoon. In these circumstances we feel that the
AL3974/Add.1 and 2] which expresses 'a clear stand Ass~mbly should have this additional opportunity of
on this matter, the delegation of India, together with· taking a definite stand on the discontinuance ofatomic
thirteen other delegations, has reintroduced a draft and hydrogen weapons tests, under effective tnterna-
resolution on this subject, which is to be found in tiona! control, and with the clear understanding ~t
document A/L.2liO. if such control measures are not speedily achieved,
25. I should say briefly that this draft resolution takes the continuing machinery ofthe UnitedNations is avail-
a positive stand on the question of the discontinuance able and can and must be used to take up the questions
of tests. We who are co-sponsortng this resolution again.
fully understand and appreciate the concern of some 31. Mr. TARABANOV' (Bulgaria) (translated from
members of the General Assembly about twopoints: French): The question of disarmament, which was al-
first, the matter of effective international controls on ready a focal point in the general debate a month ago,
this matter the draft resolution which is before the has now come before the General Assembly again,
Assembly is abundantly clear. It says that such con- after prolonged discussion in the First Committee,
trois.are necessary, are imp,erative and are urgent; and we have before us the resolutions that have been
and it urges the Conference at Geneva to establish submitted. What are the inevitable conclusions to be
such controls by agreement on an urgent basis. No- drawn at the end nr this. discussion, which went on for
thing could be clearer. It is comp1et f3ly explicit on over three weeks in the Committee? First, the cessa-
this point. ' tion of atomic and hydrogen weapons tests is the chief
26. Then the second concern of some members, which subject of concern to the peoples of the entire world;
again wefully understand and appreciate, is whatis to second, in view of the possiblUty of ol'ganizing effec-
happen if there is no success in the talks at Geneva. tive control, the problemofthecessationofatomic and
The concent of this draft resolution on this point is :IdrOgen weapons tests can easily be isolated from
that the Geneva talks must succeed. Inother words, the e other disarmament problems and can be dealt with
Assembly urges the Geneva conrerence to succeed. separately; third, the cessation of nuclear weapons
SUrely th,at Is .better than lookingfor or providing ex- tests cannot be effective unleas it is accepted rLS a

permanent cessation.
pl1citly for the failure ofthe GenevaConference. Surely
it is better to urge that Conference to reach agreement 32. It might consequently have been expected that the
on this important matter of the discontinuance oftests draft resolutions submitted to the First Committee
under effective.control machinery. But if the question would take into account this unanimous wish of the
remains in anyone's mind as to what happens should peoples to see these atomic experiments brought to
success not be achieved, the answer now is fully pro- an end. The draft resolution submitted by the Soviet
vided by a resolution which was adopted unanimously Union was drafted along those lines. It recommended
by the First Committee and which will certainly be that the States producing nuclear weaponsshouldenter
adopted by this Assembly, setting up a continuing into negotiations for the conclusion ofanagreement on
United Nations machinery. the Immediate and permanent cessation of tests.

27. There is now available to the United Nations a 33. The fourteen-Power draft resolution [A/L.250]
Disarmament Commission on a continuing basis. If now before the Assembly is inspired by the same
there is anyunreasonable delay in achieVing agreement feelings and by the same idea: that of the permanent
on the discontinuance of tests undf,:r' effective inter- cessation of tests.
national control, the issue can and should be brought 34. Given such unanimity, it would have been natural
before this Commission. to find all delegations supporting proposals designed
28. Draft resolution D provides' further for ,the to put an end to n~clear experiments. Yet the draft
convening of a special session of the Assembly if that resolution sponsored Py the UnitedStates merely urges
should be necessary in the opinionofthe Commission. the, states parties to 'the forthcoming negotiations at'
It would be easy for the'Commission to do this, as it Geneva to make every effort to reach agreement on the
will be composedof all the Members ofthe Organiza- suspension of tests and not to undertake further tests
tlon.If .a majority of the Commission should express while .the negotiations are in progress. The textof
a view in favour of convening a special session of the that, draft resolution, now draft resolutiOn A clea.rly
Assembly, there would be no difficulty in doing so. reveals a desire to prevent the United Nations from

taking a definite stand in favour of the permanent
29., Therefore, wh.atever may have been the a!lpre- cessation of nuclear experiments. The draft resolution
hensiO"ls in the First Committee on this second point, scarcely conceals the opposition of the United States
those appr,~hensions must be set at rest by the deet- and the United Kingdom to the cessation ot tests.
sion of the Assembly itself to estabUah continuing Couched in vague terms, it will not serve to mislead
machinery which will be available to' deal with dls- public opinion, for a mere exhortation to the nego-
armament problems. Since that machine'zoy is to be tiators is not enough, especially as the United States
established, today, there ',3 a complete Rilawer to the and the United Kingdom are obviously determined to
~uestion "What is to happen if the Geneva Conference continue their experiments With atomic and hydrogen
aUs to reach agreement or if 'agreement is not weapons, as in the past, Is not that the object of the

"



tton of tile cessation of atomic and hydrogen.weapons
tests. On the cont.rary, they would create an atmos_
phere of uneasiness and would enable the UnitedStates
and the Unil;ed Kingdom to continue their tergiversa_
tions, and to turn a deaf ear to the agonized pleas of
the peoples that nuclear weapons tests shouldendonce
and for all. In insisting on a vote on those twodraft
resolutions, the rulers of the United States think that
they can use them to conceal thetr ownrefusal to dls,
conttnne nuclear tests and as a means of allaying the
concern felt by world opinionand ofassuaging the fears
of the peoples, including the American and British
people.

41. That, however, shows that they.underestimatethe
determination of peoples all over the world that these
tests shall be discontinued. We are convincedthatthis
determination will deter those who are trying to avoid
complying with mankind's desire to have atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests suspended and thus to set out
on the road to disarmament and peace.

42. Mr. NOBLE (United Kingdom): I want to state
briefly the position of the United Kingdom delegation
on the proposals that are now before the General As
sembly.

43. Let me reaffirm clearly and simply thatourposi
tion is based on our desire fOI' disarmament. The aim
of the United Kingdom is now, as it always has been,
to achieve stable and effective agreements ondisarma
ment such as will diminish fear and tension in the
world, such as will genuinely increase the security of
all countries and such as will assist in the solution of
the political disputes which are the real underlying
cause of the armaments problem.

44. I wish again to emphasize the point which I made
in the First Committee [948th meetin~l that indealing
with disarmament the United Nations' is dealing with
one aspect-a vitally important aspect-of the general
problem of world peace and security. Ifdisarmamentis
effectively to serve the cause of peace and security,
then it must be founded upon properly controlled and
equitable agreements which have the full consentofthe
Powers prfmarfly concerned.

45. It is axiomatic that each Power 'concernedmustbe
able to feel that its security will be genuinely in
creased by such an agreement. For this purpose, it is
equally axiomatic that any agreement must be effec
tively controlled so that each Power will have the
assurance that others are faithfUlly putting the agree
ments into effect.

46. Without this, disarmament would merely be a
source of more insecurity and more tension in the
world. Unless and until disarmament can be.achieved
on the basis of effectively controlled and equitable
agreement, each and every Government is bound to
provtde for the security of its own people by its own
efforts in company with its allies.

47. Our ultimate aim is comprehensive disarmament
which would reduce armed forces and armaments
throughout the world to no more than the levels needed
for the internal defence of each country. This is also
the declared aim of the UnitedNations. The experience
of the disarmament talks in past years has led the
United Nations to seek this ultimate aim of compre
hensive disarmament through an approach by stages,
,The United Kingdom is in full agreement With tl1is
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proposals made by those two countries for the sus ..
pension of nuclear weapons tests for one year only?
35. During the debate in the First Committee, it be..
came clear that the one-year suspension of tests was
in no way related to their permanent discontinuance.
When it became obvious that there was no denying
that observation, and as several delegations had
described the period as absurdly short, the United
States rellresentatives began to talk about a period of
two years which was to precede' the extension of the
period of suspension renewed from year to year. The
United States, however, made that purely theoretical
possibUlty dependent on such a list of conditions that
the whole possibility depended in fact on the goodwill
of the United States.

36. Being fully aware of the fact that effective control
is quite possible and that, even as things now stand,
the SOViet Union, like the United States, is in a posi
tion to ascertain the exact number and 'theapproximate
Iocaltty of tests carried out by other countries, the
representatives of the United States and the United
Kingdom are still juggling with words andpersistently
trying to present matters in a certain light, as if
everything depended on the question of control, to
such an extent that certain representatives here pres
ent have been misled into believing that that question
is decisive and that the Soviet Union is opposed to
control.

37. The debate has made it clear that the obstacles to
the immediate cessation of nuclear weapons tests lie
not in control, but in the categorical refusal of the
Western Powers. Indeed, to link the extension of the
period of the suspension of tests-which is onlya year
in any case-to progress achieved and agreements
reached in other fields connected with disarmament,
which, incidentally, the Western Powers are doingtheir
utmost to sabotage, is not that tantamount to an act of
refusal?

38. Finally, it is legitimate to wonder who'Will judge,
and who decide, if progress has been achieved in other
fields connected Withdisarmament. Wouldit not still be
the United States and the United Kingdom?

39. What could be expected from acceptance of the
one-year period? Would distrust be dispelled? By no
means, for nobody would believe that preparations for
further experiments had been halted. More countries
would be brought into those preparations. The arma
ments race would spread, and the disarmament prob
lem would grow more and more serious. Mankind
would sink further and further into the fear of an
atomic war. And what would happen if after one year
or two years, for instance, the United States thought
that it wouldbe to its advantageto resume tests? Would
that not give rise to a serious international crisis and
to greater tension in international relations than ever
before, with incalculable consequences? That is Why
the solution proposed by the Soviet Unionand supported
by all the socialist countries, as well as by the majority
of .the peoples, should have been adopted as the only
solution approprtate to the problem and to the inter
national situation: namely, the immediate and perma
nent cessation of atomic and hydrogen weapons tests.

40. Neither draft resolunon A nor draft resolution B,
originally submitted by Austria, Japan and Sweden, is
calculated to advance by one inch the settlement of the
disarmament question, particularly the burning ques-



60. The main criterion governing our assessment of,
and consequently our votes on, draft resolutions is the
extent to which they further the interests of dtsarma
ment, There'ls no other criterion. From this stand-

57. Lastly, the First Committee has turned its atten
tion to the machinery whereby the United Nations should
maintain its consideration of dlsarmament, I think it
proper to place on record here the fact that my dele
gation has certain doubts about the ability ofa Disarma
ment Commission comprising all eighty-one Member
States to deal effectively with day-tc-day.dtscusaton
of the intricate problems of disarmament. But we do
recognize that other arrangements have for the time
being proved impracticable, and we equally- recognize
the general sentiment among' ~ember States that the
United Nations should no longer be deprived of the
opportunity for continuing discussion 9f disarmament
outside the General Assembly itself. We are, there
fore, ready to join in the experiment of establishing
a D' ~.-,rmament Commission 'of the whole, fox'1959,on
the understanding that this will be subject to review
at the fourteenth session and that the Commissionwill
be able ltO appoint such smallerworking bodies as may
seem desirable.

58. On this basis we are ready to [oln with other
Member States 'in adopting the draft resolution D.

59. Mr. PALAMARCHU:K(Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic} (translated from·Russian): ApprOVal by the
General Ass1embly.of the draft resolutions now before
it will provid.e the peoples of.the world with clear evi~

dence of the results we have achieved after nearly a
month's discussion of disarmament probleins in the
First Committee•
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partial approach, aa it is called, and we have joined
tn the past in putting forward proposals which have draft resolution onnuclear tests, submittedbsr Afghani"
commanded a very wide measure of support in this stan and thirteen other Member States in the First
Assembly. Committee, and which has now been submitNd [M,

L.250] again to the Assembly. The wording of this
48. But, whether a partial or a comprehensive ap- draft resolution is such as to call for the dtsconttnu-
proach is used, the principle still applies that disarma- ance of nuclear tests until agreement is reached on the
ment must be balanced, equitable and effectively con- controls necessary to ensure that the prohibition on
trolled. No Government can negotiate about its own tests is observed. This meanethat if an agreement on
defence on any other basis. controls were not reached, the prohibitionwould never-
49. In a world rent by political and ideological dis- theless continue to operate. In effect, therefore, this
pute, even a partial approach has been foundto present draft resolution calls for a permanent cessation of
great difficulties, and over the past year a new op- nuclear weapons tests whether or not agreement is
portunity has been presented in the technical approach reached on control and regardless of progress indis-
so successfully adopted at the Geneva Conference of armament. A declaration of this kindwouldbe contrary
ExpertsiI on control over a suspension of nuclear to the principles which should govern any disarmament
weapons tests. measure if it is .really to contribute to peace and secur-
50. I thin.lt the present position on disarmament can it!. It must remain doubtful whether the reconstitution.
be summed up by saying that we are at this moment of the Disarmament Commtsston, as an e~ghty-one-

member body, effectively alters the position.engaged in an attempt to see whether this technical
success can be iollowed up and can open the way to the 56. I need say little about draft resolutionC submitted
real goal of disarmament. Because of the initial by the First Committee, on the subject of expert talks
success achieved with the technical approach to the regarding measures against the possibility of surprise
problem of nuclear weapons tests, the recent debate attack, which are due to open at Geneva on 10 Novem-
In the First Committee has largely turJ;1ed onthis sub- ber 1958•.This draft resolution commanded very wide
ject;Of the proposals now before the Assembly, three acceptance in the First Committee, ano I feel sure it
are concerned wholly or in partwith the political nego- will do so again in the Assembl~', Here also we are
tiations now in progress at Geneva on the problem of engaged in seeing whether the technical approach can
nuclear tests. These negotiations are being conducted lead to substantive agreement. An ag~"'ement in this
In private, and it would, of course, be quite improper case would greatly facilitate the seal...::1~ for real dts-
for me to make any comment onthem here. All Jwould armament by reducing the fear of surprise attack by
do is to restate with all emphasis the intention of my one State upon another, and so enlarging the measure
Government. to make every effort to bring thesenego- of confidence in the world.
t1ations to a successful conclusion.

51. If there is goodwill on hoth sides, we believe that
such a success is possible. This could mean an agree
ment between the nuclear testing Powers for thedis
continuance of tests under effective international con
trol.More than that, it could create a new atmosphere
and a new hope of real measures ofdisarmament such
as cor-Id mark the beginning of a genuine increase in
world security.

52. My delegation believes that, by adopting draft
resolutions A and B now before the Assembly, the
First Committ.ee has chosen the bestwayto encourage
these hopes and to facilitate their realization. The
three Powers at Geneva are negotiating on matters of
vital interest to their security. '

53.. The Soviet Union has suggested in the First Com
mittee that the discontinuance of nuclear tests is not
a matter of vital importance for security. I do not
think that this is a tenable view, especially if one looks
ahead beyond the immediate future. In any case, the
Soviet Government has made it clear that they regard
the question of control over disarmament as being
Intimately bound up with tile security of the Soviet
Union; and, of course, control is an inseparable part
of· the problem under negotiation at Geneva. In these
circumstances, an agreement reached at Geneva, after
full negotiation and with the full consent of the Powers
concerned, will be by far the surest and best founda
ttonfor further progress.

54. I would, therefore, urge the Assembly to adopt
draft resolutions A and B as submitted by the First
Committee•
-y See Note 1.
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point our delegation is deeply disappointed and dts- that the cessation should remain in force not only whUe
satisned that the First Committee was unable to adopt the current Geneva negotiations ~e in progreEls, as
any positive draf~ resolution calling upon the nuclear this draft resolution implies, but until the nUclear
Powers to stop atomic a..'1d hydrogenweapons teste Im- Powers conclude an agreement on the cessation of
mediately and unconditionally. tests, regardless of Where andwhen such anagreement
61. Attempts to work out a compromise proposal is concluded.
'Which would have received the unanimous support of 67. Moreover, draft resolution A encourages a purely
all delegations were unfortunately unsuccessful. The techntcal approach to the disarmament problem atthe
reason for this is well known: it lay then" as it does expense of the political. In other words, the proposal
now, In the unwlllingness of the United States of is that we should arv31t, not a policy of seeking agreed
America and the United Kingdomto make the necessary political solutions but one of discussing techniques of
declaration that they would interpret the compromise control, thus evading a substantive settlement ofprac..
draft resolution as calling upon States to stop tests for tical disarmament problems,
all time or until agreement is reached among the
States concerned on the complete cessation ofnuclear 68. The pnragA'n,h in the dr'aft resolution ~rovldlng
tests regardless of the outcome of the Geneva Confer.. that, out of the funds made available as a result of
ence ' as waEl proposed by the delegation of the SOViet dtaarmament, the States concerned should devote add!..
Unio~. tional resources to the improvement of living condl..

tions throughout the world and especially in the less
62•. However, two atomic Powers-the United states developed countrtes, it:> a mere repetition of the
of America and the United Kingdom-took a rigid and corresponding paragraph of the ~esolution adopted on
uncompromising stand and thusbe!\raheavyresponsi- 14 Nm'ember 1957 [resolution 1148 (XII)]. It contains
bUlty before the peoples of the wo.dd, whodemand the nothing concrete and makes nopractical recommenda..
complete and immediate cessation of nuclear weapons ttons, It is therefore man!festly ineffective.
tests. This shows once again, as we have already
emphasized that the United States of America and the 69. For these reasons, the Ukrainian delegation will
United Kingdom are set against disarmament. vote against draft resolution A.

63. The First Committee r'ejected thema!noperative 70. The Ukrainian delegatton will also vote against
paragraph of the fourteen-Power draft resolution draft resolution B, originally submitted by Austria,
calling for the immediate discontinuance of the testing Sweden and Japan, since under that proposal the Gen..
of atomic and hydrogen weapons until agreement was eral Assembly would not express a definite and clear..
reached by the states concerned. In consequence, the cut opinion on the cessation of tests but merely voice
sponsors were obliged to Withdraw the resolution a the pious wish and hope that the Geneva Conference
fact we regret. ' wUl be successful. That Is not what world public opi..

nion expects from a General Assembly resolution on
64. What is the General Assembly now being asked to such a Vitally important question as the cesation of
approve in its place? Draft resolution A, that is the nuclear tests. The futntty of this unrealistic draft
seyenteen-Power draft resolution, incorporating the resolution Is quite obvious.
amendments of the Latin-American countrtea, Th.e
sponsors of this text have, in our opinion, not only dis- 71. The General Assembly also has before it the
regarded the views ofa number of delegations, blii: have draft resolution sponsored by India and thirteen other
plainly expressed their intention of seeking a f\!l1da.. countries [A!L.250]. We find that draft resolution
mental revision of the main provisions of the resolu- acceptable since in our opinion itprovides for the most
tion adopted by the General Assembly on 24 January important action the Assembly should take in the mat-
1946 [resolution 1 (I)] concerning the need for the pro- ter of nuclear tests, which ia to call upon the States
hibition of nuclear weapons and a. substantial reduction conducting such teste. to stoP.them immediately, pend..
in armed forces. In our opinion, the adoption of this ing agreement between those States.
resolution by the General Assemblywciuldinfactbe an 72. The Ukrainian delegation intends to vote for this
obstacle to the .cessatton of nuclear tests and to the draft resolution which, moreover, basically reflects
solution of disarmament problems as a whole. the substance and spirit of that submitted by the Soviet
65. We are told that the measures providedfor in this delegation on the immediate cessation ofnuclear wea-
resolution are positive and far-reaching, in keeping pons tests. We should also like to emphasize that we
with the obligations of the General Assembly and with interpret the draft resolution submitted by India and
the wishes of the overwhelming majority 61 manklng, thirteen other states as an appeal to States to stop
But the unwUlingness of the Governments of the United tests for all time or until agreementlsreached by the
States and the United Kingdomto agree to an Immediate States concerned, regardless of when or where such
general and unconditional cessation of nuclear weapons an agreement is concluded.
tests-and the draft resolution places this beyond action
doubt-surely does not meet the wishes of the peoples 73. The Ukrainian delegation notes With satisf
of the world. In fact this draft resolution embodies an the almost unanimous adoption bytheFiratCommi:~
Impressive al'ray of reservations, which are highly of draft resolution D, originally submittedbyIndia
convenient to the United Kingdom and the United States Yugoslavia, on United Nations machinery Inoth:r:~~~
and with which France also associates itself, although ter of disarmament, and the spirit of eo- p
it formally abstained shown by the delegations ofanumber of countrtes. One

• reason for this Organization's failli"re to find a solu-
66. The desire of the overwhelming majority ofman- tion to the disarmament problem lies in the fact that
kind is not that tests should be suspendedfor one year, its discussion has, to a large extent, been confined.to
with their subsequent renewal depending onother com- a relatively narrow circle of States, for, although
plex factors, but that tests should stop immediately and agreement largely depends on States possessing con"
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779th meeting .. 4 November 1958-slderable armed forces andarmaments including nu
clear weapons, all States are interested in finding a
positive solution to the disarmament problem. ·It is
therefore natural and necessary that they should take
part in the work of the competent UnitedNations body,
where the problem of disarmament would be under the
control and scrutiny of all States Members of the
United Nations.

74. For these reasons, ilie Ukrainian delegation w1l1
vote for draft resolution D.

75. My delegation wl11 also vote for draft resolutionC
originally submitted by India and YUgoslavia, which
was also adopted almost unanimously by the First
Committee, and which expresses the hope that the
widest possible measure ofagreementwUIbe achieved
at the Conference of experts scheduled to meet at
Geneva on 10 November 1958 to study the technical
aspects of measures against the possib1l1ty c! surprise
attack.
76, These are the comments the U!qainian delegation
wished to make b~fore voting on the draft resolutions
submitted for approval to the General Assembly.

77. Mr. LODGE (United States of America): 1 wishto
explain the posltlon of the United Stat~s on the draft
resolutions recommended by the FirstCommittee. We
welcome the fact that the First Committee endorsed
draftresolution A, of which the United States was one
ofthe co-sponsors. This is the principal draft resolu
tion resulting from the long discussion in the Com
mittee, since it covers all the aspects ofdisarmament
considered by the Committee. We think it particularly
important that this draft resolution be adopted by the
General Assembly because it covers a number of
topics which are of ..ittll concern to us all.

78. We are anxious that the participants in the Geneva
Conference on the Discontinuance of NuclearWeapons
Tests should heed the expression of opinion by this
body-and 1 am quoting from the very text of the draft
resolution itself-that they should "make every effort
to reach early agreement on the suspension ofnuclear
weapons tests." If they heed this call of the United
Nations they wm, by agreeing to a verified stoppage
oftests, take an inltlal step toward disarmament, and
then the world will breathe easier.,
79. It is vital that an agreement on test suspension
prOVide for effective controls; otherwise it would be a
mere paper prohibition without substance-I think the
Latin phrase is a "brutum fulmen". Onlyif the parties
concerMd can be sure that the agreement is being
carried out in good faml will the agreement have any
value.

80. Draft resolution B, submitted originally by Aus
tria, Japan and SWeden is also pending. Weare grate
ful for the sincere attempt which the representatives
of these countries made to find a formula acceptable
to everyone. The expression of good Wishes for the
success of the Geneva Conference in this draft reso
lution seems to us eminently reasonable, and we shall
vote for it.

81\Draft resolution A also urges the parties involved
in \he Geneva negotiations not to undertake further
test~l1g of nuclear weaponswhile the negotiations are in
progress. The United States has in fact already sus
pended its nuclear weapons tests ~~ from last Friday,
31 October 1958-1 should like to t:::llphasize that fact-
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and has offered to continue this suspension for one year
if the Soviet Union does not continue testing. We hope
that the Soviet Union wlll respond to the appeal Qf the
General Assembly not to conduct nuclearwenpons tests
while the negotiations in Geneva are taking place. We
appeal to the Soviet Union to join us in this.

82. Since talks are also about to begin in Geneva on
the technical aspects of measures against the possi
bility of surprise attack, wethink ihppropriate for the
General Assembly to emphll.~ize that these talks should
succeed. We, for our part, intend that they shall, and
we hope that they wlll be followedby negotiations lead
ing to concrete agreement on measures to minimize
the dangers from surprise attack. If this is done, we
shall establish a substantial measure of mutual confi
dence. We think that the people of the world wlll sleep
more peacefully if they can be sure that it wlll be im
possible for any nation, suddenly and withoutwarning,
to launch a massive surprise attack,

83. We also wish to ensure that the encouraging start
which was made last summer in the field of nuclear
test suspension, as well as the technical talks on sur
prise attack-both ofwhichhave nowbeen so vigorously
advanced by the draft resolution now before the As
sembly-shall be carrled through until we a.chieve a
balanced and effectively controlledworld-wide system
of disarmament. We consider that draft resolution A
reflects the recommendations of the Secretary-General
in his excellent memorandum of 30 September 1958
[A/S936] on the disarmament question.

84. Paragraph 8 of draft resolution A embodies an
amendment, introduced by an'UlnberofLatinAmerican
States calling for the use of part of the funds made
available as a result q£ disarmament for assistance to
the less developed countries. This reflects a long
standing hope of the United States Government that a
day will come when such progress is made on dis
armament that the money now being spent for military
purposes can be put to more constructive use.

85. The United States will also supportdraft resolu-'
tion D to the effect that th9 DisarmamentCommission
shall, for 1959 and on an ad hoc basis be composed of
all the Members of the United Nations and that it will
begin its activities under rule 162 of the General
Assembly's rules of procedure, We regret that the
preeent-Dtsarmament Commission has been paralysed
because of the Soviet Union's a:rbitrary refusal to
participate, and we hope that this revision ofthe Com
mission's membership will permit the United Nations
to resume its rightful place in consideration of the
disarmament problem. This is frankly an experiment,
and we do not commit ourselves beyond one year.

86. In this connexion, 1 cannot fail to express some
concern at the Soviet statement of 3 November 1958
in the First Committee [971st meeting], rejecting the
French amendment calling for the establishment of a
small working group within the Disarmament Com
mission. We all recognize that an eighty-one member
group Isnot practicable for the conduct ofthe serious
negotiations which are. necessary to move ahead in this
field. We want the eighty-one member Commission to
be a business-like, effective organizaUon and not a
mere m.egaphone for propaganda. 1trust that the state
ment of the USSR does not mean that it will refuse to
participate in appropriate working groups Withinthe
Disarmament Commission.
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87. I note that India and seveml other countries as- problem of disarmament. We, therefore, voted In
sociated with it have reintroduced the draft resolu- favour of that draft resolution and felt it should be
tion [A/L.260l, which they Withdrew in the FirstCom.. given priority 'in the voting.
mlttee after the key paragraph had beendefeated. This
draft resolution, while calling for controls, also says 93. Paragraph 1 of this draft resolution, adopted

l
by

that there should be a. discontinuance of tests even if the First Committee as now draft resolution A, sta,es
controls are not agreed upon. The fact that the word that the general Assembly urges that in the negotta,
"pending" was changed to the word "until" when this tions between States th~t have tested nuclear weapons,
draft resolutionwas revised makes this intention clear. the parties make evety effort to reach early ngree_
The United States voted against this draft resolution ment on the susponsion of nuclearweaponstestsunder
in the Committee and will vote against it now. The idea effective international control, and paragraph 2more-
that there can be an indefinite suspension of tests over I urges the parties involved in these negotiations
even if controls are not agreed upon is to us both not to undertake further testing of nuclear weapons
totally impractical and highly dangerou~. It would de- while these negotiations are in progress.
lude the world. It provides the shadow, and not the 94. We cannot close our eyes to the facts of today's
substance. We hope that the Ganol'~l Assembly will world affairs. The lack of confidence between the
defeat it and record its support i:or the vital principle nuclear Powers is the paramount issue of today, and
of controls contained in draft resolution A, as the Com- is the cause of the most serious troubles in the rela-
mtttee has already doneInadoptingthat draft resolution. tions between nanons, Therefore, any agreement be-
88. Mr. THORS (Iceland): Weare now approaching the tweeJ' them Is of little avail, and does not create the
final stage of our annual debate on ~isposal. of the so- necessary c.qnfidence unless it is substantiated by an
called disarmament problem. This y,,'lar (i\\rdecisions effective international control. This vital aspect is pro-
may give cause for more hope than in many previous vided for in draft resolution A. We shall, therefore,
years. No less than three items on the agenda of the vote for this draft resolution today.
~irst Committee refer to the broad andimportant ques- 95. As is known, experts from eight countries, in-,
tion of disarmament. Theyweredisc~ssedbytheCom- eluding the United States and the USSR, met last
mittee for more than throe weeks andwenow have the summer in Geneva, to study the technicalpossibilityof
result before the Assembly. detecting violations of an eventual agreement to sus-
89. The Icelandic delegation did not participate in the pend nuclear weapons tests. Fortunately, the experts
debate in the FirstCommittee for various reasons and reached unanimous conclusions on what would be
t.1terefore, we feel obliged to take this opportunity t~ needed technically, and in their report [A!3897!Corr.l]
~lain our attitude in general and our vota in par- expressed the opinion that control over nuclear tests
ticular with regard to some aspects of this greatest would be possible and feasible. Such a control should,
problem of the present time. therefore, not constitute any great hindrance.

90. Some delegations may feel that a small country 96. In paragraph 3 of draft resolution A, the General
like Iceland, which has no armed forces, should have ASl!!embly "calls attention to the importance and ur-
no say in the question of disarmament. But is there gency of achieving the Widest possible measure of
anyone who dares to suggest that the bombs thrown on agreement in the forthcoming study of the technical
Iceland in case <>f an all-out war would smell any aspects of measures against the possibility of sur-
sweeter than those dropped onthe UnitedStates;on the prise attack." qo

Soviet Union,or onthe BritishIsles? Is it nOf clear that 97. A conference for this purpose will, as we all
if :fury is let loose, the damage and destruction in- know, be convened in Geneva on 10 November 1958,
meted on my country might be as intense and total as and it remains for us only to express the hope that the
anyWhere else andthus wouldbe fully comparable to the widest possible measure ef agreementwill beachieved
ruins in Washington, Moscow, Paris, or London?Cer- there, as is so well stated in draft resolution C,
tainly we wouldalso be the victims ofthe birds of death originally submitted by India and YugoslaVia, which
and venom, and it is the duty ofevery spokesman bere most of us recently approved, as I hope, we shall again
to warn of the dangers andto devote all his endeavours today.
to the cause of peace and the promotion of friendly
understanding and co-operation between nations in 98. Paragraph 8 of draft resolution A, onthe suggea-
order to try to avert the war of doom. tion of several Latin American countries, refers to

the question ofdevoting, outofthe funds made available
91. In the First Committee we had before us many as a result ofdisarmament additional resources tothe
draft resolutions and amendments which at first improvement of liVing conditions throughouttheworld,
seemed to differ fundamentally. However, it became and especially in the less developed countries.
evident during the long debate that most of the dele-
gations were aiming at the same goal and the differ- 99. The Icelandic delegation Was pleased to vote in
ences, fortunately, became less unsurmountable than favour of the original draft resolution submitted by
they had appeared at first sight. The most particular Austria, .Japan and: Sweden now draft resolutionB,
characteristic of the debate was the desire expressed expressing the hope that the Conference on the Dis-
by every dalegation "thatthe testing of atomic and hy- continuance of Nuclear. Weapons Tests, now meeting
drogen weapons should be brought to an immediate in. Geneva would be successful, and lead to an agree-
halt. ment acceptable to. all. This draft resolution was in-

92. 'i'he Icelandic. delegation felt that the draft resolu- tended to be a compromise solution acceptable to ali~
tion presented by the United States and sixteen other but that purpose was not achieved. We shall aga
Powers, including, for instance, Canada, Brazil, Den- vote for this draft resolution here..{
.mark and Norway was the most comprehensive, and 100. My delegation was also pleased to vote infayour
offered suggestions in the widest range of the broad of the main paragraph of the draft resolution SUbmitted
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by Ireland, where attention was called to the danger
that an increase in the number of States possessing
nuclearweapons might aggraWlte internationaltension
and the dlfUcultyof maintaining world peace, thus
rendering more diU1cult the attainment of a general
disarmament agreement. This is a timely warning, and
!t is evident that the danger of atomic warfare will be
greaUy increased U many more countries acquire
atomic weapons, as each of them might feel tempted
to try to settle its dlfferences with an enemy by
threatening to use these deadly weapons.

101. After we had voted for all these draft resolutions,
we felt that no further decisions were required at this
stage-and I stress "at this stage"-and we therefore
abstained from voting on the only paragraph of the
fourteen~Power draft resolution that was put to the
vote. We shall abstain today from voting on the entire
draft resolution contained in document A/L.250.

102. As we are all awaze, there has been a complete
stalemate in the work ofthe DisarmamentCommission.
Last year we increased the membership of this Oom
mission from eleven to twenty~nve [resolution 1152
(!ill], in the hope that that would be acceptable to all
concerned, and that the Disarmament Commission
would resume its work. That failed completely.

,103. At the twelfth session, [718th meeting] my dele
gation expressed doubt that a Commission of eighty~

two members would be in ~ posltlon to deal with the
great disarmamentproblem. Wedtd, however, state the
view that the composltlon of the Commission was not
all-important. We are, therefore, happythat an agree
ment was reached yesterday in the First Committee
[971st meeting] upon a newDisarmament Commission,
on which all,the Members of the United Nations have
theright to sit and make their views and Wishes known.
Itis, naturally, within the competence of the Dlsarma
ment Commission itself to decide on its own rules of
procedure, although it is to be guided by rule 162 of
therules of procedure of the ,General Assembly. Fur
thermore, the Commission has the privilege of de~

ciding,Uit finds such procedure opportune and more
convenient, to appoint small working committees and to
consult groups of experts.

104, It augured well when the amended draft resolu
tion to this effect, submitted by India and Yugoslavia,
met with the support of the United states and the
Soviet Union, and was subsequenUy approved by
seventy-eight votes. Therefore, once again wehave the
machinery for disarmament within the United Nations,
and it is now up to Member States, and particularly the
atomic Powers, to decide and show for what purpose
and to what extent they want to avail themselves of
this machinery for peaceful purposes. The unanimity
attained on these proposals can give newhopeto man
kind, but it can also be the source of a g....eat and bitter
disappointment.

105. On the fate of the Dlsarmament Commlssfon and
its work, on its failure or success, depends the hope
of men l:!eing allowed in the future to live without
constant fear and anguish, and of their beinggiventhe
freedom to hope for abetter and more. secure future.

106. As I said before, the paramount issue in present
world affairs is the lack of confidence which prevails
among the big Powers. If only that mistrust could be
gradually swept away arid normal 'relations resumed,
al1'over the world, then mankind certainly would face
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a bright future in this age or atomic possib!lltles for
great ~chlevementsand abetter lUe. Some means must
be found to eliminate this mistrust. No nation in the
world wants war, because all the peoplo of the world
fear and hate it. We must find means to bring the
peoples of the world closer together and to make them
become better acquainted with each other.

107. I venture to suggest that it might serve a most
useful purpose, as regards better relations among na
tions, if the General Assembly could be invited to
convene in Moscow in 1959 or 1960. In that way the
people of Eastern Europe would be enable to hear the
voices of the Western World and of all nations, in the
same way as the people of the United States and the
Western World are now acquainted with every side of
this intolerable situation which had been called the
"cold war". Is it not time for usto endeavour to bring
tMs unfortunate situation to a reasonably speedy end?
For that purpose we should take every opportunity to
create new occasions for all peoples to become better
acquainted with each other.

108. Mr. NOSEK (Czechoslovakia): The debates at the
thirteenth session of the General Assembly have
demonstrated that the discontinuance of atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests is regarded by an overwhelm
ing majority of delegatlon~ ~I? tl)..e most pressing and
vital question on the agenda or this year's session.
Both the general debate in plenary meeting at the
beginning of our current session, as well as the dla
cusston in the First Committee on the question of
disarmament, have shown that the desire for an tm
mediate solution of the problem of a universal and
permanent cessation of nuclear weapons tests is
gaining ever-broader and definite support among
States Members of the United Nations.

109. An agreement on an Immediate and permanent
discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests as the Czecho
slovak delegation has stressed on several occasions,
would have far~reaching positive consequences. In the
first place, it would prevent the further development
and perfecting of the production of ever more destruc
tive types of nuclear weapons and would render more
difficult any expansion of the atomic armaments race
to additional countries.

110. The permanent cessation of nuclear explosions
would prevent any further increase in levels of radla
tion in the earth's atmosphere and would make it
possible to devote the means used for nuclear weapons
tests to peaceful purposes. The reaching of an agree
ment on this question could constitute the first step
on the way towards a settlement of further issues, es
pecially with regard to .. the questionof a complete pro
hibition of atomic weapons. It would help to strengthen
confidence among States and contribute to a general
improvement in the international situation.

111. This was the aim of the draft resolution sub
mitted to the First Committee by the Soviet Union.
This draft resolution proposed that theGeneral Assem
bly should call upon all States carrying out atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests to halt such tests immediately,
and to recommend that stateapossesstng mrcleanwea
pons ahould enter Into negotiations with a view to the
conclusion of an appropriate agreement between them.
As the Chairman of the Soviet Union delegation ex~

pressly stated in the First Committee, suchanagree
ment would also include appropriate control measures
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according to the recommendations of the Geneva 117. Making the cessation of nuclear tests contingent
Conference of Experts of eight countries. RI upon settlement of other and broader issues in con..

nexion with disarmament is merely the expression of
112.. An expression of the efforts to effect an tm- an tlttempt to prevent the execution of this significant
mediate and lasting cessation ofnuclear testing is also partial measure in the field of disarmament and to
to be found in the draft resolution [A!L.250] submitted replace the disarmament issuebythelong-discredlted
to the General Assembly today by the delegation of concept of arms control. In the spirit of this policy of
India and thirteen other countries. This draft resolu- stepping up the armaments race, the United States in
tion calls for the immediate discontinuance of the effect wants to put the cart before the horse. Instead
testing of atomic and hydrogen weapons until agree- of taking complete and effective measures for !he
ment is reached by the States concerned in regard to reduction of armaments itwouldlike to discuss control
technical arrangements and controls. It emphasizes of armaments and not controlled disarmament. Instead
the necessity of such an agreement and the undesira- of negotiation aimed at the introduction of effective
blUty of its postponement. Thus, this draft resolution measures, the draft resolution lays emphasis on the
has as its primary objective an immediate andperma- so-called technical approach to the consideration or
nent discontinuance of nuclear tests. The adoption of disarmament which according to the understanding or
this draft resolution by the General Assembly would the Western Powers and in the form towhich they are
without doubt be a postttve contribution andan impetus accustomed, leads to nothing but endless d~scussions
to the endeavours to seek a successful outcome of the on the lines of the disarmament talks of tho notorl~us
current Geneva talks. LeagUe of Nations.

113. Therefore, my delegation will support the four- 118. The Czechoslovak delegation has already em-
teen-Power draft resolution submitted today and will phasized the view that technical discussions can have
vote in favour of it. a meaning only if the immediate purpose is to pave the
114. Against the clear demands for an immediate way to specific measures for disarmamentand if there
and permanent cessation of nuclear tests, the United is some evidence of goodwill in order to carry out
States and the United Kingdom have proposed a tem- such measures. Therefore technical talks cannotbe
p()rary suspension of tests for one year andthey make put first, and even less can they take the place or
any prolongation of this suspension conditional upon political negotiations and decisions on such speclflc
various reservations, merely to secure for themselves measures.
the possibility of resuming the tests whenever they 119. Fc,r all these reasons, draft resolution Acannot
may find it convenient. A mere temporary suspension, be instrumental in advancing the consideration ofdts-
and not a permanent cessation of tests, would mean, armament issues or in bringing about some progress;
first and foremost, that the jeopardy of a r.esumption on the contrary, it may only harm the deliberations in
of nuclear explosions, with all its dangerous and harm- disarmament.
ful consequences, would always continue to exist. 120. The Czechoslovak delegation will vote against
l!5. Apart from that, it is no secret to anyone that a this draft resolution, as it did against the original ver-
period of one year is the time needed to evaluate the ston in the First Committee. The forcing of the adopt-
results of previous tests and to make preparations for tion' of the draft resolution which was adopted in that
a fresh series of experimental explosions. The posi- Committee by the majority, or slightly more thanhaU
tion of the United states and the United Kingdom with of the Members of the United Nations, is but further
regard to the question of nuclear tests, as well as with evidence of the failure. of its sponsors to draw a-Iesson
regard to the entire complex of problems ofdisarma- from past experience in the United Nations whichhas
ment in general, is evident from draft resolution A shown that anyone-sided enforcement of proposals,
which was adopted by the majority of the First Com- profitable only to one party, is not to the benefit butto
mittee and which has been submitted for approval today the detriment of the cause. Real agreement on the
to the plenary meeting of the General Assemhly. This issue of disarmament can be reached only onthe basis
draft resolution evades the crux of the problem, that of respect for the views and interests of all parties
is, the complete and universal discontinuance of nu- concerned. It is highly imperative that. the General
clear tests once and for all. The draft resolution Assembly should not at this session repeat the mts-
speaks explicitly of a suspension of nuclear tests. takes of the past that it should reject any attempts to
116. Repeated statements by the represenhtives of impose partial r~solutionson thequestionOfdisar::-
the United States and of the United Kingdom give not ment and, in particular, on such serious and pres g
the least reason to doubt that the ambiguous formula- issues as that of the cessation of nuclear tests.
tion of this draft resolut.ion conceals the intention of 121. Before concluding, I should like to express the
the United States and the United Kingdom to suspend deep regret of the Czechoslovak delegation that the
these tests only temporarily-namely for one year- First Committee did not adopt the draft resolution sub-
with the possibility of a prolongation of the suspension mitted by the delegation of the Soviet Unionon the re-
for successive periods of one year provided that- duction of the military budgets of the United States,
according to the statement of the President of the the USSR, the United Kingdom and France by 10 to 15
United States: per cent and the use of part of the savtngs so effected

"(!> The agreed inspection system is installed and for assistance to under-developed countries. Theadop-
working effectively' and QY satisfactory progress is tion of this draft, upon which great attentiontawas
being made in rea.'ching agreement on and imple- focused, would have been of considerable import ~~e
menting major and substantial arms control meas- as a single part of disarmament measures direc e l~
res "(A/3895] stopping. the ever-increasing armamentsrace. ItwoU

ru ••• ---' have permitted us to raise the sta:ndards of livingOd
§/ See Note 1. nations and would have contributed to the recovery an
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development of the national economywhich, as a result
of constant increase in mmtary expenditures, has been
so seriously crippled in many countries. The adoption
of the resolution of the Soviet Union would have built
up confidence among States and would have stablUzed
international peace and security.

122. To conclude, I would like to say that the Czecho
slovak delegation wlll vote for draft resclutionD. This
draft resolution opens the wayfor further deliberations
ondisarmament in the forum of the United Nations by
establishing a new Disarmament Commission com
posed of all Members of the United Nations. The es
tablishment of such' a widely representative commis
sion wlll make it possible for all States, large and
small, to state their posltlons and suggestions in a
specific discussion on the solution of all disarmament
issues. The small States are today becoming evermore
interested in the settlement ofthe problems ofdisarma
ment, which have as direct a bearing upon the vital
interests of these small States as upon those of the
larger countries. Webelieve that the newDisarmament
Commission, consisting of all Members of the United
Nations, may create favourable conditions for further
negotiations and thus bring nearer the prospect of
reaching a generally acceptable agreement in the field
ofdisarmament.

123. Mr. DE LA COLINA (Mexico) (translated from
Spanish): My delegation will vote in favour of draft
resolution Aoriginally submitted by seventeen Powers,
because we believe that it clearly and coherently ex
preases the principal ideas we supported in considering
the disarmament question.

124. We shall also vote for draft resolution D, origi
nally submitted by Indip. and Yugoslavia, which in
creases to eighty-one the membership ofthe Disarma
mentCommission, because it is the outcome ofefforts
to reconstitute a forum in which disarmament and re
lated problems may continue to be studied.

125. At the plenary meeting of 6 October 1958 [771st
meeting] and in various interventions in the First
Committee, my delegation, through its Minister of
Foreign Affairs or through myself, cunsistently em
phasized that one of the most important steps to be
taken is to ensure the resumption of the interrupted
negotiations between the great Powers Within the
framework of the United Nations. Towards that end,
we emphasized that without the unanimous support of
the ~owers which bear the primary responsibility for
the maintenance of peace and security it will be im
possible to guarantee the observance and implementa
tionof any agreements on disarmament that may ulti
mately be signed.

126. That was the spirit that prompted the Mexican
proposal in the First Committee, which received the
support ofmanydelegations from all parts ofthe world.

127. As is known and as stated in the First Com
mittee's [A/3974 and Corr.l/Rev.l and A/3974/Add.l
~] report, my delegation did not consider it neces
sary to press for a vote on that proposal, because it
felt that the main objective of the proposal had already
been partly fulfilled. We appreciated the observations
made in the Committee by the representatives of Ire
land, Iran, El Salvador, Israel and China, who agreed
that our proposal was useful, and constructive, aswell
as the remarks of the other representatives Who spoke
in favour of the proposal earlier. I listened with par-

ticular interest to Mr. Zorin'a statement in the First
Committee [972nd meeting] that he was not opposed
to entering into negotiations onthe disarmament ques
tion with any Member Stato Whatever, including the
Western Powers, to which the invitation in the Mexican
proposal was also extended. Iwas gratified to note that
the Soviet representative agrees with the representa
tives I mentioned earlier regarding the conciliatory
and constructive nature of our proposal. Mydelegation
heard with particular interest and appreciation the re
marks of the representative of France in the First
Committee [964th meeting], who reiterated his inten
tion to take part in any disarmament negotiations that
might take place.

128. Let me now refer, once again, to draft resolu
tion D. The second operative paragraph of that text
which we hope the General Assembly will unanimously
approve today-states that all the documents, proposals
and records of discussion relating to disarmament
established by the General Assembly at its thirteenth
session should be transmitted to the Disarmament
Commission. In that connexton, I should like to recall
that the Chairman of my delegation, in his speech in
the general debate on 6 October 1958 [771st meeting],
mentioned two specific proposals Which, in our view,
may effectively assist efforts to bring about agree
ments on disarmament.

129.. As the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Mexico
read out the full text of those proposals from this
rostrum, I need not repeat them. I should merely like
to point out that the value and appropriateness of the
two proposals in no way depends on the composition
and powers ofthe DisarmamentCommission.Wethere
fore hope that the Commission, to whomthe proposals
are to be transmitted, Will, whenthe time comes, con
sider the possibility of appointing a United Nations
commissioner for disarmament, in ~e manner sug
gested by Mexico, as well as the possibility of making
a solemn appeal to the great Powers to resume their
negotiations on disarmament.

130. In conclusion, I shall rG~jeat the words spokenby
the Chairman of my delega.tion at the Political Com
mittee's meeting of 13 October 1958:

"World public opinion does' notbelieve that nuclear
weapons and the arms race guarantee the independ
ence of small nations, the security 'of large nations
or the maintenance of peace. It beltevea that they
guarantee nothing but the race towards war and de
struction. '

"The world has watched with great interest the
efforts of science and technology to conquer outer
space. The world hoped that those efforts to escape
to other planets are inspired solely by the desire to
benefit mankind. But until those dreams come true,
we should devote the efforts of sctence and of will
power to the betterment of the life of all the inha
bitants of this earth. We cannot yet escape from this
planet. We are all born on it equally defenceless,
naked and ignorant, and if we have not yet grown
sufficiently in wisdom .and nobility to be able to love
one .another, let us at least share our common
dwelling-place without destroying one another."§/

§/ Quotation in Spanish. Thi~ statement was made at the
946th meeting of the First Committee on 130ctober1958,
the official record of which is published only in summary
form.
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131. Mr. BUDO (Albanial (translated from FrenQl!l:
In the course of the ·general debate in the First Com..
mittee on items 64, 70 and 72 of the agenda, the dele
gation of the People's Republic of Albania br~a!ly

stated its views on some of the draft resolutions re..
latlng to those items. In view of the importance of
these items, however, we wish to explain the reasons
for our position on the draft resolutions which wlll
shortly be put to the vote in the Assembly.

132. It is beyond all doubt-and this was confirmed
by the general debate in the FirstCommittee-that the
question of the discontinuance of nuclear tests is the
nost urgent problem in connexion with disarmament,
md, calls for an immediate and radical solution. That
Is what the people of the wor' are demanding. In our
view, the draft resolution suomitted by the Soviet
Union delegation was best calculated to satisfy that
demand. The draft resolution went to the root of the
matter: it fully and clearly complied with the demand
of the peoples that atomic and hydrogen weapons tests,
fraught with such danger to the whole of mankind and
to our planet, should cease once and for all. The
Soviet draft resolution appealed in clear terms to the
Powers engaged in nuclear tests to halt them im..
mediately and recommended that they should enter
into negotiations for the purpose of concluding an
agreement to which all States should accede.

133. The adoption of such a resolution by the General
Assembly would have constituted a tangible result of
great significance which would have done much to
exert a favourable influence on the current negotiations
at the Geneva Conference between the three Powers
which possess nuclear weapons. It is a matter for re
gret that owing to the attitude adopted by the Western
Powers in the First Committee the Soviet delegation
was obliged to withdraw its draft resolution.

134. 'rhe draft resolution submitted by the United
Sb,tes of America and sixteen other States, adopted by
thl' First Committee as draft resolution A, deliberately
confuses the problem of nuclear tests with other
aspects of disarmament. The question of the discon
tinuance of nuclear tests, the importance and urgency
of which has been recognized by the great majority
of delegations, is ignored; It merely expresses a
desire for an agreement on temporary and conditional
suspension. The adoption of such a draft resolution
would not only fail to contribute to the solution of the
disturbing problem of the discontinuance of tests but
would play into the harids of the United States, which
seeks to dnll the vigilance of the peoples by giv/ing
the impressIon that an agreement has been reached
within the United Nations. Temporary and conditional
suspension, if only for the duration of the Geneva nego

.tiations or for a one-year period, is merely a subter-
fuge resorted to by the Western Powers in order to
mislead world opinion and to be :free to resume nuclear
weapons tests on any pretext and whenever it suits
them. We deem it our duty on this occaston to remind
the United Nations of its great responsibility in this
matter.

135. Moreover the United States draft resolution, in..
stead of advocating a settlement of the substance of
the disarmament problem, tends to divert negotiations
from the political to the technical level. In other
words, instead of advocating the adoption of concerted
measures for the solution oUhe disarmament problem,
the sponsors of the draft resolution propose the

launching of interminable techntcal studies. Among
other tbings, the lastparagraph of the preamble, relat..
ing to the openness of informationconcerning technolo..
gtes and armaments, shows clearly that it is arma..
ment rather than disarmament to which the United
States attaches importance. The United states draft
resolution faithfully reflects the policy of positions of
strength pursued by that country, which is againstany
disarmament measure and regards the nuclear weapon
as the best calculated to serve that policy.

136. For all these reasons my delegation finds draft
resolution A unacceptable and will vote against it.

137. It wlll vote in favour of the draft resolution sub,
~itted by India and thirteen other delegations [![
L.250], primarily because it calls for the immediate
discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests.

138. While my delegation does not question the good
intentions by which the sponsors of draft resolution B
originally submitted by Japan, Sweden and Austria
were animated, we feel that the General Assembly
should do more than adopt a draft resolution Which
merely expresses a general hope Without going into
any detail or touching upon the substance of the quea
tion of the discontinuance of tests. In our view the
General Assembly cannot shirk its responsibility inso
grave a matter, which is causing concern to the whole
of mankind. On the contrary, it is the duty of the As~

sembly to state its position on the problem clearly.

139. The adoption of a draft resolution of this kind in
the present situation not onlywould lead to no progress
but would be useless and dangerous, for by giving the
tmpresston that something has been achieved-which is
not the case-it would further the aim of the Western
Powers to mislead world opinion. That is why my
delegation will vote against draft resolution B.

140., One of the very important measures inconnexion
with the solution of the disarmament problem was that
proposed in the draft resolution submitted by th~

Soviet Union delegation concerning the reduction ofthe
military budgets of the USSR, the United States, the
United Kingdom and France by 10 to 15 per cent. It
was a proposal of great political significance, that
would have directly affec.ted the reduction of arma
ments and international economic co-operation through
assistance to the under-developed countries.

141. Because it took into account the background of
the disarmament negotiations, particularly the various
objections and artificial obstacles raised by the Wes~

tern Powers to a comprehensive settlement of the
disarmament problem, the proposal contained in the
draft resolution in question was both practical and
feasible as a partial measure.

142. During the general debate in the First Commit~
tee, many delegations emphasized the danger of the
present armaments race and the huge expenditure in
material, financial and intellectual resources that it
entails. The proposed reduction would not only have
been an important and genuine step on the road to
disarmament but would at the same time have helped
to lessen the burden of military expenditure for the
countries concerned and make it possible for some
of the money saved to be devoted to the economic
development of the under-developed countries.

143. The adoption of a draft resolution of this kind
by the General Assembly would have been consistent
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'JJ See Noh 2.

154. Representatives of seventy-two ofthe eighty-one
Member States of the United Natiuns have spoken in
the general debate of the General Assembly. The dele!"
gates taking the floor in the general debate have spoken
mainly on the question ofdisarmament. That is natural,
since disarmament is the 'main item on our agenda•
The question has also been actively discussed in the
First Committee, which shows that disarmament is
regarded as the most serious problem ofthe post-war
period. We have actually discussed three issues in
connexion with the general question of disarmament
the discontinuance of atomic and hydrogen weapons
tests, the reduction of military budgets and the reduc
tion of conventional armaments and armed forces.

155. It is clear to all that the deadlock in the i~ield of
disarmament must be broken in the very near future.
The peace-loving peoples expect us to take decisions
making it possible to overcome the deadlock in this
problem. Will the resolution submitted by seventeen

. with the Charter and in complete conformity with the most important of which were that there was no refer~

purposes of the United Nations. The negative attitude ence to the GenevaConference thatbegan on 31 October
of the United States to this draft resolution is all the 1958Yand no mention of an inspection system; and we
more difficult to understand in that that country has were unable to vote fOl' the USSR draft resolution
in the past expressed itself in favour of such a reduc- recommending that the Governments of France, the
tlon of mUitary budgets. It should be noted, however, USSR) the United Kingdom and the United States as-
that the same thing happens repeatedly: whenever the sume an undertaking to reduce their mUitary budgets,
Soviet Union meets the suggestions and proposals because as I said in the Committee, the adoption of
made earlier by the United States, the latter draws such a draft resolution would in our opinion presup-
back. The only explanation for this attitude is the post- pose the establishment of some technical body to go
nonsof strength policy and the armaments race stub- into the feasibility of examining the budgets of the
bornly pursued by the United States. We regret that various countries in relation to their expenditures.
the First Committee was unable to adopt this draft 150. We'voted very gladly for the Indtan-Xugcslav
resolution. draft resolution, now draft resolution D, because we
144. We support and shall vote in favour of draft felt that this draft resolution would at least have the
resolution D, on the composition of the Disarmament effect of allowing this United Nations body, thatis, the
Commission, That draft resolution proposes that the Disarmament Commission, to function for 1959 and it
Disarmament Commission shall be composed of all would enable the disarmament negotiations to be con-
the Members of the United Nations, Wefeel that every ducted in a realistic. manner.
Member State, large or small, should have the oppor-
tunity to participate on a permanent basis inthe solu- 151. At the twelfth session, whenaneighty-twomem-
tion of the disarmament problem. They would thus be bel' Disarmament 'Commission was proposed, wecould
in a position to give their views and to contribute to not support that proposal, because we felt that such a
the best of their ability to the adoption of concerted body would be too large and cumbersome for the
measures and the conclusion of agreements relating conduct of negotiations on the subject ofdisarmament,
to disarmament. Although the draft resolution pro- which were bound to be of a technical character. But
vides for what we think is an unnecessary time-limit, this time we voted for the draft resolution submitted
its adoption by the General Assembly WOuld, in our by India and YugoslaVia on the same subject, in the
view, break the deadlock on the disarmamentproblem hope that it would at least enable the disarmament
created by the obstructive attitude adopted by the negotiations to be continued inside the framework of the
Western Powers at the twelfth session of the General United Nations.
Assembly. 152. We could not vote in favour of the three-Power
145. These are the fewremarks our delegation wished draft resolution, which became draft resolution B, pri

marily because we were eo-sponsors of another draft
to make concerning the draft resolutions I have men- resolution in which we tried to pronounce more specif-
tioned. . ically on the question of the discontinuance of tests,
146. Mr. SHAHA (Nepal): In view of the lateness of that is, on the substance of that question, although we
the hour, I shall be very brief. As I did not explain did not find anything in it against which one could vote,
my votes on the various draft resolutions in the First because the three-Power draft resolution is to us the
Committee, I wish to take this opportunity to do so. expression ofthe pious hopethat the GenevaConference

will succeed.147. It has been the considered opinion of my dele-
gationthat there can be nodisarmament withoutagree- 153. Mr. KISELEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
ment between the principal parties concerned in the Republic) (translated from Russian): The Byelorussian
matter. We should very much have liked to have a delegation would also like to put forward its views on
resolution on the question of disarmament acceptable the draft resolutions on disarmament which we have
to both parties. That is why we regret the failure of before us.
the First Committee to recommend for adoption by
the General Assembly any draft resolution on which
the principal parties are agreed. I should now like to
explain my votes on the various dr~t resolutions.

148. There were several features in the seventeen
Power draft resolution, now listed as draft resolution

. A, that were quite acceptable to us. As a matter of
fact, this draft resolution was all-embracing and
covered all the aspects of the disarmament question.
We could not vote .for it and had to abstain on it, only
because we were sponsors of another draft resolution
and because this seventeen-Power draft resolution
did not lay as much emphasis on the question of the
cessation of nuclear tests as it shouldhave laid in view
of the urgency of the matter and in the light of world
public opinion on this point.

149. As far as the Soviet draft resolutions submitted
to the First Committee were concerned, we were not
able to vote for them, because in our opinion the first
draft resolution referring to the halting of atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests, had several shortcomings, the
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165. The Soviet Government's proposals for the dis
continuance of nuclear tests, the reduction of the
military budgets of the four great Powers andalso the
proposals contained in the memorandum of the Soviet
Government on measures in the field of disarmament
of 18 September 1958 [A/3929] are inspired by a sin
cere desire to reach agreement on some measures
at any rate to solve the important problems of dis
armament.

166. The United States and the United Kingdom, how
ever, have in effect opposed these Soviet proposals,
which are of exceptional importance to world peace,
The three-week debate in the First Committee has
clea..rly shown that the United States and the United
Kingdom do not want to discontinue nuclear tests or
settle the other problems of disarmament.

167. By means of the long-established vo~g ma
chinery the United States has been able to obtain ap
proval of the draft resolution it wants. This is harm
ful to the authority of the United Nations as an instru
ment for the maintenance and strengthening of peace.

168. By coming out openly against the discontinuance
of nuclear weapons tests the United States and the
United Kingdom have again revealed themselves to
be enemies. of peace and disarmament. Nevertheless,
the draft resolution foisted upon the First Committee
by the United States of America and its partners in
the aggressive blocs cannot prevent the movementof
the peoples who demand the cessation of the arms race
and the discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests for
all time.

169. We are sure that this demand by all the peoples
will be carried out despite the intrigues of the ruling
circles of the United States and United Kingdom.

170. If it is to make a positive contribution to dis
armament, the General Assembly should reject draft
resolution A before us, since it does not call for the
immediate and unconditional discontinuance ofnuclear
weapons tests. The delegation of the Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist ReQublic calls upon members of the
General Assembly to vote against the draft resolutioIl
recommended to us.

delegation., led by the United States of America and United States and the United Kingdom, which are
the United Kingdom and adopted by 11 majority in the putting every obstacle in the way ofthe discontinuance
First Committee as draft resolution A,breakthe dead- of nuclear weapons tests.
lock in the disarmament question? No, it wUlnot. The
resolution is intended to tie all questions of dlsarma« 163. The General Assembly has no right to shirk
ment more tightly into a single knot and to prevent responsibility and it must clearly and unequiVOCally
th b the adoption of any measures which would support proposals for the immediate andunconditional

ere y discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests by the United
overcome that deadlock. States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union. The
156. Two of the sponsors of the seventeen-Power discontinuance of nuclear tests would be the first
resolution-the United States of America and the United important step towards the complete prohibition of
Kingdom-show not the slightest desire to agree to the atomic and hydrogen weaponsand wouldeffectively bar
discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests. In view of the way to constructing newandmore effective weapons
the unanimous demand by world public opinion for the of mass destruction. For the above-mentioned reasons
discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests once and for our delegation will vote against this draft resolution as
all, they have been rorced to hide their plans and, I well.
would say, maneeuvre, The stand they have taken, just
as last year remains unchanged' by using various 164. Our delegation notes that the United States of
stratagems they intend to prevent the adoption of a America and the United Kingdom have rejected the
decision on discontinuing nuclear tests. draft resolution [A/L.250] put forward by India and

thirteen other countries of Asia and Africa providing
157. The statements made by the United States [~ for the discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests. They
~895] and the United Kingdom [A/389S and Corr.1 and have thus shown that they do not intend to end the
Rev.1] delegations that their Governments are willing atomic arms race. '
to refrain from further tests of atomic weapons for a
year with effect from the beginningofthe.Geneva talks,
t.e, from 31 October 1958, and would be prepared to
extend the agreement reached for successive periods
of one yeal', mean nothing in essence and solve
nothing-they are useless. The statements are hedged
about with reservations and conditions which give the
United states and the United Kingdom the right to re
new tests at any time they think fit.

158. Our delegation fully supports the SovietGovern
ment's statement of 31 October 1958 rA/3973] to the
effect that the temporary suspension oftests for a year
does not in actual fact mean the discontinuance of
tests, and that to agree to such proposals would mean
to join in deceiving the peoples who want the Govern
ments to put an end to the testing of atomic and hydro..
gen weapons once and for all.

159. Draft resolution A makes no mention at all of
discontinuing tests but merely of suspending nuclear
tests. This is an attempt to foist upon the General
Assembly a resolution in which the United States and
the United Kingdom actually wantto obtain the blessing
of the General Assembly on further nuclear weapons
tests.

160. The delegation of the Byelorussian Soviet So
cialist Republic finds the draft resolution completely
unacceptable. We simply regard itas the latest attempt
by the United States to gain the approval of the General
Assembly for ,its obstructionist policy on the question

, of discontinuing nuclear weapons tests. For the above..
mentioned reasons our delegation will vote against this
draft resolution. .

161. With regard to draft resolution B, originally
submitted by the delegations of Japan, Sweden and
Austria, our delegation considers that this draft reso
lution too is absolutely unsatisfactory. First of all, it
does not voice the wish of the peoples who demand the
immediate and general discontinuance of atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests for ever. The resolution
ignores the appeal by the majority of States Members
of the United Nations for the discontinuance of these
tests. .
162. The Byelorussian delegation cannot support II
draft resolution that could be used as a screen by the
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171. Mr. AlKEN (Ireland): My delegation wishes to
comment, very briefly, concerning the draft resolu..
tion submitted byIrelandto the FirstCommittee, which
dealt with the quesUon of the wider dissemination of
nuclear weapons.

172. At our request the key clause, paragraph 2 of
that draft resolution, was put to the vote. It was
carried by 37 votes to none, with 44 abstentions. By
this vote the First Committee acknowledged the exis ..
tence of the danger of an increase in the number of
States possessing nuclear weapons; and affirmed that
such an increase wouldaggravate international tension
and the difficulty ofmaintaining worldpeace, andwould
thus render more difficult the attainment of an effec..
tive general disarmament agreement.

173. Following this favourable vote, we withdrew our
draft resolution, as a whole. We did sofor the follow..
ing reasons: first, because the primary purpose of
our initiative had been attained by the placing on re
cord of the declaration of principle recognlztng the
danger of disseminating nuclear weapons; secondly,
because we believed, that having secured the adoption
of the non-dissemination principle it would have been
wrong to create an artificial division b~! forcing a vote
on a mere question of machinery-that of how the
matter should be further studied an'd.reported on. Had
we forced such a vote, we should have run the risk of
creating the false tmpresston that rep ..·esentatives who
did not agree that an ad h:,ic committee was the proper
m.achinery to pursue the matter, were indifferent to
the question of the wider dissemination of nuclear
weapons.

174. The correctness of-this decision not to force
such a vote was, in our View, borne out after the roll
call vote in the First Committee by the interventions
of the representatives of Australia [970thmeeting] and
Norway [971st meeting], who emphasized that the ab
stention of their delegations in the voting on the
declaratory clause in no way signified any lack of
appreciation of the reality of the danger. We believe
that several other representatives were in a simUat
positiou.

175. The third reason that we did not put the whole
draft resolution to the vote was that it appeared prob
able, as has now happened, that a new Disarmament
Commission would be set up and seized of all the
proposals and suggestions'made in the First Com
mittee. We propose to ask the DisarmamentCommis
sion to deal as early as possible with the grave danger
of the dissemination of nuclear weapons, which is one
of thematters whichthe FirstCommittee has requested
it to consider.

176. The fourth reason we did not press our draft
reaolution as a whole was that we realized that most
Governments had not had time to study the matter
since we introduced our proposals. Like all questions
relating to disarmament, this vital question of pre
venting the wider dissemination of nuclear weapons
is a complex one, requiring careful consideration by
all Governments. It is therefore a matter in which it
is necessary to proceed cautiously, getting at each
stage the maximum of agreement and arousing the
minimum of opposition. We are very glad that the first
stage, that of the recOgnition and characte:dzation of
the danger, has been passed without contention or a
single negative vote. We hope that the presence of the

great common danger thus acknowledged by the First
Commlt.tee may encourage the nuclear Powers at
Geneva. or elsewhere to negotiate an agreement among
themselves not to give nuclear weapons to non-nuclear
Powers. If such an agreement can be arrivedat by the
nuclear Powers I feel sure that the non..nuclear
Powers will match it by an agreement not to manufac
ture nuclear weapons. The indications to this effect
given in the First Committee by the Foreign Minister
of Sweden [946th meeting] are in keeping with the
noble tradltion of his country.

177. May I in conclusion express the gratitude of the
Irish delagatfon to all the other delegations which by
their interventions and otherwise, co-operated in this
endeavour to save us all from the dangers involved
in wider dissemination of nuclear weapons.

178. Mr. GAMBOA (Philippines): The Philippine dele..
gation abstained on paragraph 1 of the operative part
of the fourteen-Power resolution in the FirstCommit
tee. In the view or'mydelegationsomeparts of the new
draft resolution [A/L.250] are commendable; for in
stance, the general principle of the discontinuance of
atomic and hydrogen weapons tests is acceptable to
our delegation. But we cannot agree with the sponsors
with respect to certain aspects ofthis draft resolution.
It has been asserted here that it is abundantly clear
that this draft resolution provides for a practic~ble

system of controls. We beg to differ from this point
of view. Let us examine the pertinentprovisions of this
.clraft resolution. .

179. The third preambular paragraph reads as fol
lows:

"Welcoming the Report ofthe Conference ofExperts
to Study the Possil,Uity of Detecting Violations of a
Possible Agreement on the Suspension of Nuclear
Tests ••• whicb. indicates that it is technically and
scientifically practlcable to establish the arrange
ments and controls necessary to ensure the observ
ance of an agreement on the discontinuance of such
tests" [A/L.2501.

"Indicates" is the wozd used. In our opinion, merely
to indicate that something is practicable is not the
same as providing specifically for that thing. It is true
that paragraph 1 of the operative part also mentions
controls, but this provieton places control after the
discontinuance of tests, when by all rules of logic and
objectiVity, the agreement on supervision and control
should come first and the agreement on the discon
tinuance of tests should fDllow. We submit' that the
course of action contemplated by this draft resolution
is tantamount to, placing the cart before the horse.

180. The question of the discontlr;\uance ofatomic and
hydrogen weapons tests is a very complex subject, no
matter how simple it may appear on the surface. It is
not as simple as "two plus two equ.als four", because
there is an unknown quantity involved in the .equation,
namely, the element of supervision and control. It is
the view of the Philippine delegation that an agreement
for the discontinuance cftests alone, notprecededby an
agreement on control, may only give the world a false
sense of security. It might luUus into believing that we
are absolutely safe and secure from the dangers of
atomic and hydrogen warfare wMn in reality there is
no adequate guarantee against suchhazards. Wecannot
we must not, over-simplify a complex matter that is
so fraught with danger.

I
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Abstaining: Federation of. Malaya, Iceland, Iran, Ire
land, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Sweden, Tunisia" Austria.

The draft resolution was rejected by 41 votes to 27,
with 13 abstentions.

186. The PRESIDENT: I call now on the representa
tives who wish to explain their votes.

187. Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(translated from Russian): The Soviet delegation
considers it necessary to explain its votes on the
draft resolutions discussed in the First Committee
and at the present meeting of the General Assembly.

188. The discussion on disarmament in the First
Committee, which lasted three weeks, clearly showed
the present approach of the various States to the most
acute. and urgent problems of disarmament and the
positions of Governments regarding the solution of
these problems. It was quite clear from this discus
sion and from the draft resolutions submitted. to the
First Committee, that the Governments of the-Soviet
Union and the other socialist countries, the majority
of Asian and African countries andsomeneutralcoun
tries in Europe are in favour of taking the first major
steps toward disarmament and of finding a positive
solution in the first place to the vital problem of the
complete and unconditional cessation of nuclear wea
pons tests.

189. As you know, the Soviet delegation submitted at
the current session a draft resolution which proposed
that the General Assembly should clearly and unequi
vocally call for the immediate cessation of atomic and
hydrogen weapons tests and for the early conclusion
of an agreement on that issue, the intention being that
international control wouldalso be instituted in accord
ance with the relevant conclusions of the Gl\neVa
Conference of E1I.-perts.W

190. The delegations of India and thirteen other states,
mainly Asian and African, submitteda draft resolution
on the same subject, also urging the immediate dis
continuance of tests pending agreement on the institu
tion of the necessary control.

191. '],'his policy, aimed at a speedy, complete and
unconditional discontinuance pf nuclear weapons tests,,

181. Furthermore, it was demonstrated in the First Czechoslovakia, having been drawn by lot by the
Committee that the majority of Member atates didnot President, was called upon to vote first.
s1JPport the fourteen-Power draft resolution. We feel
besides that the problem of the discontinuance oitests In favour: Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Finland, Ghana,
is already covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of draft Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Libya, Morocco,
resolution A. Nepal, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Ukrai-

nian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist
182. Therefore, my delegation will vote in favour of Republic, United Arab Republic, Yemen, YugOSlavia,
draft resolutions A to D. It regrets, however, that it Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian
will be unable to support the fourteen-Power draft Soviet Socialist Republic, Cambodia, Ceylon.
resolution in its present form. Against: Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El
183. The PRESIDENT: I shall now call on the General Salvador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Assembly to vote on the four draft resolutions, A to D, Israel, Italy, Laos, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Nica-
contained in the report of the First Committee (A/3974 ragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
and Corr.l/Rev.1 and A/3974/Add.land2). The United T'~lilippines, Portugal, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, Union
States has asked for a roll Gall vote on draft resolu- of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
tion A. I shall put this draft resolution to the vote first. Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay,

A vote was taken by roll call. Venezuela, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica,

Canada, having been drawn by lot by the President, Cuba;
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Federation of Malaya, Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Jordan,
Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Nether
lands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Spain,
Sudan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of South
Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain andNorthern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Argentina, Australia, Belgium Brazil.

Against: Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Albania, Bulgaria, Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic.

Abstaining: Ceylon, Ethiopia, Finland, France,
Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel, Japan, Libya,
Morocco, Nepal, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, United Arab
Republic, Yemen, Yugoslavta, Afghanistan, ,Austria,
Burma, Cambodia,

Draft resolution A was adopted by 49votes to 9, with
22 abstentions.

~/ The' delegation of Saudi Arabia subsequently informed
the President that it wished to be put On record as having
cast its vote in favour of the draft resolution. See paragraph
216 below. .

184. The PRESIDENT: I shall now put to the vote
draft resolutions B to D.

praft resolution B was adopted by 55votes to 9, with
12' abstentions.

Draft resolution C was adollL-.Jd by 7,5 votes to none,
with 2 abstentions.

Draft resolution D was adopted by 75 votes to none,
with 3 abstenttons.j/

185. The PRESIDENT: We now turn to document A/
L.250, which is a draft resolution submittedby Afghani
stan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Ethiopia, Ghana,
India, Indonesia, Iraq, Morocco, Nepal, United Arab
Republic, Yemen and Yugoslavia. The representative
of the United States has asked for a roll call vote on
this draft resolution.

A vote was taken by roll call.
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197. The Soviet delegation voted in favour of the draft
resolution submitted by the fourteenAsianandAfrican
States, [A/L.250] which expresses the commondesire,
not only of the peoples ('If those countries, but of other
peace-loving peoples for '\n immediatediscontinuance
of atomic and hydrogen weapons tests, with the estab
lishment of the necessary international control to en
sure that such a discontinuance is maintained. In so
doing, the Soviet delegation had regard to the inter
pretation placed on this resolutton by the Chairman
of the Indian delegation in the First Committee [952nd
meetingli and was guided by the considerations set
out in the Soviet Government's statement on 27October
1958 [A/3973]. As this fourteen-Power draft resolu
tion embodied the main points in the Soviet resolution
on the immediate and unconditional discontinuance of
tests, the Soviet delegation voted for it, thus express
ing the Soviet Union's determination to end nuclear
weapons tests once and for all and to stop the nuclear
armaments race.

198. The USSR delegation also voted for resolutionD
on the establishment of anew UnitedNations Disarma
ment Commission composed of all the Members of the
United Nations. A proposal for a Commtcston with
such a membership was, as youknow, submitted by the
Soviet Union at the twelfth session of the General
Assembly,!Q/but owing to the opposition of the United
States of America, the United Ktngdom, France and
other Western Powers, the proposal was not then
adopted. It was a full year before theWestern Powers
finally reached the only reasonable eonclusion that the
views of the Soviet Union and other States must be
considered and a broadly-based Disarmament Com
mission set up, in which all States Members of the
United Naticns, large and small alike, would be able
to participate. .

199. The Soviet delegation regards the adoption ofthis
resolution as a wise step by the General Assembly
and hopes that the new United Nations Disarmament
Commission with its wide membership will tackle the
fundamental practical problems of disarmament and
will break the deadlock reached in this matter as a
result of the policy of the Western Powers.

200. Paragraph 2 of this resolution, concerning the
transmission to the Commission of all the proposals
relating to disarmament. discussed in the First Com
mittee, including the Soviet Union's memorandum on
measures in the field of disarmament [M3929] and its
resolution on the reduction of the military budgets of
the United States of America, the USSR, the United
Kingdom and France by 10 to 15 per cent and the use
of part of the savings so effected for assistance to-the
under-developed countries, Will, in our opinion, en
able the Commission to take long-overdue practical
action, if only in regard topartial disarmament meas-.
ures,

779th meeting - 4 November 1958

201. I need hardly say that resolution A which I have
196. The Soviet delegation also voted against reso- just analysed, cannot serve as a basis for the Com-
lution B, which does not even mention the problem mission's work, since it militates against a positi.ve
of halting atomic weapons tests and might give the solution to the more pressing disarmament problems.
impression that the General Assembly is taking some
sort of action to promote the success of the Geneva 202. The Soviet delegation considers that the discus- I
Conference of the three atomic Powers. Weare against sion of disarmament problems at this session of the'
the spreading of such illusions; we wanttotell the nag General Assembly 'has clearly revealed the desire of
tions the truth and therefore cannot vote for resolutions
of this kind which contribute nothing to progress in !Q/ See Official Records of the Genera) Assembly, Twelfth ,

~--& u.--,_._~~__r__

has been countered at this Assembly by refusal, a
refusal which has been camouflagedby declarations on
the part of the United States and the United Kingdom
regarding the suspension of tests for a short period.
The unwillingness of the United States and the United
Kingdom to stop atomic and hydrogen weapons tests
was demonstrated both during the discussion in the
Committee and by the text of the draft resolution which
they submitted jointly with the representatives ofcer
tain other countries associated with them in military
blocs of the Western Powers.

192. The United States and the United Kingdom made
it unmistakably clear that they make the cessation of
tests contingent on the attainment of agreement on a
number of other disarmament issues. Since the Wes
tern Powers are obstructing any form of agreement
onpractical disarmament measures, it is evident that
they are postponing the discontinuance of tests in
definitely.

193. Under resolution A, tests would merely be
suspended temporarily, in fact, only for the duration
of the Geneva negotiations, a proposal Which, far
from contributing to a positive solution ofthe problem
of the discontinuance of tests, would obViously delay
such a solution. Moreover, this draft resolution seeks
to treat the solution of all other disarmament issues
purely ,n terms of a so-called technical approach,
thus following in the path of the ill-starred League
of Nations which, instead of solving disarmament
problems, engaged in innumerable technical discus
sions which, as we know, yielded no tangible results
in the field of disarmament.

194. The Soviet delegation gave a ~etailed criticism
ofthis resolution, its general conclusionbeing that the
proposal could make no contribution to apositive settle
ment of any of the practical disarmament issues and
would merely obstruct progress in that field. The
Soviet delegation accordingly voted against the resolu
tion and regards its adoption as a retrograde step in
the matter of disarmament. That resolution, whichwas
adopted under United States and UnitedKingdompres
sure, largely by the votes ofcountries belonging to the
military blocs of the Western Powers, cannot fail to
undermine the prestige of the United Nations, to which
the peoples of the world look for practical measures
in thedisarmament field, not supportfor the armaments
race policy pursued by the United States, the United
Kingdom, France and other Western Powers.

195. There can be no doubt that the resolution, which
has been adopted and which is patently contrary to the
interests of strengthenmg peace, will remain another
of those paper resohitions, of which, unfortunately, too
many have been adopted in the United Nations under
pressure from the United States and against the will
of the peoples •. It will have no practical effect.
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and the creation of adequate machinery to this end was
given special empllasi~ and was strongly supported in
the. First Committee. Resolution D, unanimously
adopted In the FirstCommittee andhere in the Gel\eral
Assembly, makes it possible to establish the United
Nations Disarmament Commission, although only on
an ad hog basis, thus enabling all the United Nations
Member States to engage actively in seeking and ac
complishing progress in this matter of vital import..
ance, We hope that the Commission set upalong theso
lines will parallel the negotiations now in progress
in Geneva as well as those to follow shortly and take
steps for consideration of oL'ter current ~spects of
disarmament which may, under the circumstnnc6s
offer the best immediate prospects for progress, eve~
though only initial and modest progress.
210. I have no Wish to maintain unrealistic hopes 01'
to voice undue optimism but I am nonetheless con..
vinced that the resolution re-establishing the Disarma..
ment Commission on a broad basis expresses the
general feeling which prevails amongthe Governments
of the States Members. of the United Nations and that
this fact in itself holds the promise ofnew and positive
steps, which may well lead to welcome results from
the work of the United Nations in the field of disarma..
ment.
211. Mr. OCAMPO (Bolivia) (t...anslated from Span.
ish): ~or accidental reasons beyond my control, Iwas
unable to arrive in time for the voting on the first
draft resolutions before the General Assembly. How
ever, I should like to be placed on record that Bolivia
supports the resolutions A, Band C.

212. Mr. LODGE (UnitedStates): I realize the hourIs
getting late and I shall take only a minute or two but
I am prompted to speak because of a' statement ~ade
by th~ Soviet representative that the United States had
used pre~sure and I thought he also said "improper
manceuvres" to being about the large vote supporting
the ,stoppage of nuclear tests.
213. This statement of the Soviet representative is
not a reflection on tee United States because of course
it is totally untrue and not one scintilla of proof has
been or can be provided of such a statement-he has
produced none and he can produce none. Furthermore,
his statement is no reflection on the nations who voted
for resolution A, whose independence is well-known
and who were simply expressing, as they had every
right to do, their judgementas to whatis best for them
in the light of the Soviet threat to world peace. So,
while his statement does not reflect on us or on those
who voted for ,resolution A, I think it is a very grave
reflection on the Soviet Union, because it throws a
very bUnding light on how impossible it is for Soviet
representatives tu think of persons and of nations as
equals. Apparently they can conceiveonlyofa world in
which there are masters and slaves, because that is
the way their OWn society is organized. We can but
hope that one day they will understand ij:le idea of
human equality; that day will be a good day for the
Russian people, it will be a gooddayfor the unfortunate
people who are being ground down in the satellite
States and it will be a good day for the whole world.
2H. Tl1enhe satd that the UnitedStates wasunwilling
that was the adjective he used-to have a dtsconttnu
anceor nuclear testE!. It should not be necessary for
me to repeat here.once again that the United States
wants a sure, a certain, a verified stoppage of tests,
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the majority of States to break the deadlock over dts
~mamentand make real practical progress. ifonlyin
regard to ,partial disarmament measures. towards
ending the armaments race. easing tension and secur
ing the peaceful coextstenee andco-o::eratlon Qf States.

203. In its unswerVing Rodherence to itspolicy ofpeace
and co-operation among nations. the Soviet UnionwUl
continue to strive for a positive solution to these
~l'oblems in the interests o('peace and the security of
the peoples.
204. Mr. VIDIC (Yugoelavia): In connexion with the
vote which has!ust taken place I would like to explain
briefly the attitude, of my delegation. I wouldfirst like
to emphasize that in the dpinion0( mydelegation useful
and important work has been done. I have in mind both
the prominence given to the question of diaarmament
in the General Assembly debate. with the Chairmen of
delegations participating. as well as the broad and
comprehensive consideration of this question by the
}'irst Committ~e.
205. This is all the more noteworthy as the delibera
tiOl'S within the United Nations come after a period in
which endeavours in the iield of disarmament have
taken place largely outside the framework ofthe United
Nations. We had hoped that through common efforts in
the Ge~eral Assembly we should have been able to
contribute to the m~ ~,/rialization of that degree ofpro
gress which has be&il;made during the course of this
year on certatn aspects ofthe problem ofdisarmament.

206. Many delegations. including my own. debated
solutions which would have prov~ded the impetus to
further progress in the field ofdisarmament andabove
all to the present Geneva negotiations on the discon
tinuance of tests, ,as well as to the coming talks on
measures against the possibility of surprise attacks.
Considerable efforts were also devoted to the revival
of United Nations activities in the field of disarma
ment. Howeve~, the endeavours made in the FirstCom
mittee to achieve a generally acceptable solution onthe
discontinuance ot;tests have not been successful.

207. Under thes~ circumstances my delegation, in
order to express its position clearly, decided to be
co..ne a .co-sponaor of the thirteen-Power resolution.
R~~ardless, however, of the outcome of the voUID! on
thfs and other draft resolutions, 'my delegation is e'on
vinced that the discontinuance of tests has become a
matter of the utmost urgency and priority. We there
fore reiterate our belief that the three Powers which
ha~e already commenced negotiations on ,thisquestion
in Geneva will, by shOWing that they are aware of their
responsibilities towards mankind and by taking into
account the views expressed d\J.ring consideration of
this problem in the oeneX'al Assembly, endeavour to
reach an early agreement on the discontinuance of
teets, trrespective of the position whichthey haveheld
here.
208. My delegation has had the 'honour to sponsor,
together with the delegation,of India, twoother resolu
tions-one on the forth~om1ng conference onmeasures
against the possibility of surprise attack and the other
on the United Nations machinery for cliaarml1'tt.ent.1
take satisfaction in noting that these resolutions were
unanimously ~dopted in ~e First Committee and in the
General'Assembly. ,.

20~. OUr discussions have shown that the revival of
United Nations ac~ivities in the field of disarmament
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and that is what we are engaged in right now, as com- 217. We have exhausted the agenda. for today. I want
pared with the Soviet poa1tton, which is fo::" a ~ero to call the attention of representatives to one matter
unenforced paper prohibition. before we adjourn, namely, that item 19 onthe agenda

of the General Assembly entitled "Appointment of
215. There is something very ominousandvery bitter members of the Disarmament Commission", which
and very melancholy about the fact that the Soviet was assigned to the plenary meeting of the General
Union, now that the United States policy has evolved, Assembly, by reason of the decision taken today on
refuses to go along with us in a verified stoppage of the constitution of a newDisarmament Commission,
nuclear tests. is obviously already taken care of by the General
216. The PRESIDENT: I am asked to make acorree- Assembly. I therefore declare that item 19hasalready
tlon, namely, that Saudi Arabia by mistake voted to been dealt with by the General Assembly.
abstain on resolution D when it really wanted to vote
infavour of that resolution. Therefore, this correction
ofthe SaudiArabian vote Will be notedin the.verbatim
record.

Liiho.ln U.N.
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